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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of face identiﬁcation for
the particular application of an automatic cash machine
withdrawal: the problem is to decide if a person identifying
himself by a secret code is the same person registered in the
data base. The identiﬁcation process consists of three main
stages. The localization of salient features is obtained by
using morphological operators and spatio-temporal infor-
mation. The location of these features are used to achieve
a normalization of the face image with regard to the cor-
responding face in the data base. Facial features, such as
eyes, mouth and nose, are extracted by an active contour
model which is able to incorporate information about the
global shape of each object. Finally the identiﬁcation is
achievedbyface warpingincludingadeformationmeasure.
1. Introduction
Research studies related to face recognition from 2-D
frontal views may be shared in two main classes according
towhethertheyrefertoafeaturebasedapproachortoapixel
approach. The ﬁrst class consists in extracting the position
of several facial features in order to restrict the data space.
Several statistical methods, generally classical algorithms
of pattern recognition, are then used to identify faces using
these measures [13]. The pixel approach is a global one
that requires few knowledge about face geometry. Some
studies are linked to pattern matching: the measures used
to identify faces are correlations between template regions.
Othermethods use principalcomponentanalysis appliedon
pixel’s grey level values [12].
Theapplication,describedin thispaper,is asystem simi-
lar to an automatic cash machine withdrawal where the user
identiﬁes himself by using a credit card with a secret code.
It is possible to enhance the security of such a transaction
by verifying that the observed face is identical to a stored
face of the same person or to compare the face to informa-
tion (points, curves, quantitative values,
 
 
 ) obtained by
learning and stored in the data base.
We propose an identity check system using warping be-
tweenfacesas a measureoflikeness. Knowingthe assumed
identity of a face (supposed by the secret code), the system
comparesthis facewiththat oneinthedatabasecorrespond-
ing to the same person. This is achieved by warping one
face in order to ﬁt the other one.
Since we have chosen to use the geometry and the loca-
tions of facial features (suchas the mouth, noseand eyes) to
achieve warping, each person of the database is represented
by this information.
The face identiﬁcation scheme consists of three main
stages. In the ﬁrst step, in section 2, facial features are
locatedandtheimageis normalizedsothatfeatureslocation
match those of the face corresponding to this person in the
database. In section 3, the features boundariesare extracted
using a speciﬁc active contour model. This model is based
onFourierdescriptorsandisabletoincorporateinformation
about the global shape of each object. The last stage is
describedinsection4andconsistsinmeasuringthewarping
between the normalized face and the corresponding face in
the database.
2. Face normalization
In the context of our application, the image acquisition
is achieved with a ﬁxed lightning and is acquired from a
near frontal view throughout the temporal sequence. The
normalization process is based on this constraint.
The ﬁrst step of our facial features localization process
concerns the eyes. The nose and the mouth will be further
detected using some facial geometry hypothesis.
The presence of specular spots (usually in the neighbor-
hoodoftheirises)duetothedirectlightningallowstolocate
the eyes using a “peak” morphological operator which hasthe effect of bringing out the local maxima of the grey level
values function. A rough estimation of the eyes position
is consequently obtained by looking for the two regions
corresponding to the highest values of the “peak” image.
Since the lightning used for the acquisition is frontal, these
estimationscorrespondapproximatelytotheirisespositions.
In order to locate the nose and the mouth, we then use
a spatio-temporal information by computing the sum of the
spatio-temporal gradient norm over the sequence:
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 isanormalizationterm
dependingon the temporalsamplingof the sequence andon
the motion of the different features during the sequence.
Figure 1. Opposite of the sum of the spatio-
temporal gradient norm calculated on an
image sequence.
Asitisshownonﬁgure1,theimage
I
s
u
m permitstopick
up regions corresponding to a weak contrast but having a
highdeformation,like the mouth, andregionshavinga high
contrastliketheshadeduetothenoserelief. Thelocalization
of the nose and the mouth in the image
I
s
u
m consists in
searching, along the mediatrix of the segment joining the
two irises, the regions having the two higher values of the
image
I
s
u
m. In order to minimize the computing time, the
image
I
s
u
m is computed in small windows on both sides of
the mediatrix between the two irises. Figure 2 shows the
results obtained by this algorithmand it can be seen that the
localization of the lower part of the nose is obtained with a
good accuracy. The point corresponding to the position of
the mouth depends on its motion during the sequence and
is not always the same physical point. When the motion
is important, this point is located within the mouth and
otherwise it is generallylocated on the boundaryof the lips.
In order to compute the image
I
s
u
m, we use the ﬁrst
30 images of the sequence (with a sampling rate of 25 hz).
Using a shorter sequence leads to less accurate results for
the temporal information will be less signiﬁcant.
In next section we make use for the system of an active
contourmodeltoextractfacialfeaturesboundaries: inorder
to use the same initialization and parameters for the active
Figure 2. Results of the localization of the
eyes, nose and mouth.
contourmodelwithdifferentimagesacquiredfromoneface,
we normalize the image.
This is achieve by applying a similarity using the irises
location as references. Since the active contour parameters
and the curves used for initialization are not the same for
different faces, these features will be stored in the database
with the facial characteristics.
3. Facial feature extraction
An active contour model is an energy minimizing curve
guided by internal constraints and inﬂuenced by image
forces that pull it towards image edges. Since the global
regularity constraints used by generic active contour mod-
els (such as “snakes” [8][3])are includedwithinthe internal
energy function, these models do not allow to reﬁne the
space of admissible curves to a speciﬁc shape class. In or-
der to take into account the shape of facial features, several
methods based on deformable templates have been devel-
oped.
Yuille, Cohen and Hallinan [13] proposed a set of de-
formable templates for this purpose. Each one of these
templates is designed to extract a speciﬁc feature. For ex-
amplethetemplateusedtoextracttheeyeboundaryconsists
of a circle bounded by two parabolas and possesses 11 pa-
rameters.
Craw,TockandBennett[6]describedamodelwhichcon-
sists of a set of 40 landmark points, each one representing
thepositionofaparticularpartofthestructuretobelocated.
Severalalgorithmsaredesignedtodealwithaparticularfea-
tureusing a statistical knowledgeof the landmarkpositions.
A global algorithm controls the interaction between them.
A similar method has been proposed by Cootes, Tailor and
Lanitis[4]usingstatistically basedmodelswhichiteratively
move towards structures in images after a learning process
on similar images.
In this section we propose a parametrical active contour
model using Fourier descriptors. The aim is to design a
model sufﬁciently general to extract the boundary of sev-
eral facial features while taking into account the speciﬁc
geometry of each feature. This model needs to tune fewparameters.
Actually, this model is able to extract facial features sub-
jected to high deformation (in order to take lips motion into
account) and having corners (like the mouth and the eyes).
3.1.ActivecontourmodelusingFourierdescriptors
The use of Fourier descriptors for active contour models
has been introduced by Staib and Duncan [11] in order to
extractanobjectboundary. Theirmethodisbasedontheuse
of probability distributions on the parameters. In order to
be less sensitive to the initial parametervalue, we propose a
variationalapproachsimilarto the methodused inthe snake
model [8].
An elliptic Fourier representation of a closed curve is a
parametrical curve
v deﬁned by:
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where
A
k is a 2
 2matrix,
N the numberofharmonicsused
to describe the curve and
  the angular parameterization
index.
Such a class of curves does not permit to representeffec-
tively the boundaries of objects having an irregularity point
within a regular section, such as the corner of the mouth or
eyes. Thus, the extraction of this kind of boundary requires
the use of high frequency harmonics which have the effect
of creating oscillations. In order to solve this problem we
propose a new model made of two open curves joined at
their ends:
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where
a
k and
b
k are the parameters model,
N is the
number of harmonics used to describe the curve and
R
  is
therotationmatrixofangle
 . Thus,thephaseshiftbetween
the two bases used for
x
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y
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) permits to describe a
half-ellipse with four parameters.
The curve modeling the boundary of the object, is ob-
tained by minimizing a functional similar to the snake en-
ergy:
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The ﬁrst term
P inside each one of the integrals is an
image potential equal to the opposite of the square of the
image gradient (
P
=
 
j
r
I
j2) and the second one is an
elasticity term associated to the curve tension.
In order to extract boundaries of the mouth and eyes we
use one harmonic to describe the lower boundary,
v
B and
N harmonics for the upper boundary,
v
A. Thus
v
A has the
form deﬁned in equation (2) and
v
B is deﬁned by:
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Toextractthelowerboundaryofthenose,weuseasingle
open curve described by equation (2).
3.2. Results
The algorithm used to extract features is a ﬁne to coarse
scheme (see ﬁgure 3). Deﬁning two half-ellipses as ini-
tialization, the convergence is ﬁrst achieved using a single
harmonic for the curve
v
A, then the ﬁrst result is used as an
initialization to get a curve with two harmonicsuntil we ob-
tain a curve
v
A described by
N harmonics ﬁtting the object
boundary.
As the number of harmonics increases, the regularity
constraints are smaller and the boundary can be described
more precisely with a better stability.
4. Face Warping for identiﬁcation
Several methods have been proposed to achieve face
recognition using features location. Some studies use this
information in order to calculate the correlation between
the regions correspondingto a same feature in two different
images [1]. The measure is then equal to the mean of the
correlation values. Other methods utilize a more geomet-
rical approach by deﬁning a discriminating measure using
physiologicalknowledge[7],resultsofprincipalcomponent
analysis [5] or topological graphs [9].
In this paper, two faces are compared by a deformation
measure. Given a set of landmark points on the face, the
measure is a quantiﬁcation of the bending that has to be
applied to the face, so that its landmark points match the
ones of the other face. To thisissue, we utilize a class ofFigure 3. Initialization (ﬁrst column) and re-
sults obtained with 1 (second column) and
then 3 (third column) harmonics for the upper
boundary of mouth and eyes and the lower
boundary of nose.
deformations similar to the one used for normalization by
Reisfeld [10]. While his aim was to normalize faces in
orderto applya classiﬁcationontheimagedata, we propose
to achieve the identiﬁcation using the deformation measure
value as the discriminating information.
4.1. Face characterization and database
The landmark points used to represent the face are lo-
cated on the the features boundaries which have been ex-
tracted as described in section 3. Using all the points of the
boundariesforthematchingprocesswillbeuselesssincethe
information is redundant (like neighbor points on the same
boundary) and some points cannot be easily extracted from
the curves describing the boundaries (due to the parameter-
ization which is not intrinsic). We made the choice of 15
points displayed on ﬁgure 4. These points characterize the
position of the features as well as their global geometries.
Figure 4. points characterizing a face
However some of the chosen landmark points are mo-
bile since they are located on a feature which is subject to
temporal deformation. Therefore, in order to construct the
database we use a sequence of images of people uttering
a particular sentence while blinking. Then, on each image
of the sequence, the features boundaries are extracted on a
normalized image (as it is shown in sections 2 and 3) and
for each landmark point we calculate the distribution of its
position. Normality tests showed that these distributions
may be represented by Gaussian laws. Thus, a person is
represented in the database by a set of 4 values:
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4.2. Deformation measure
Bookstein[2]showedtheinterestofthethinplatesplines
forimageregistrationpurposesincetheycanbeusedtosolve
theproblemofscattereddatainterpolationwhileminimizing
the warping.
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Thus,aweightisassociatedtoeachlandmarkpointwhich
decreases the inﬂuence of a point if its standard deviation
is large. The function
h is constructed so that
J
T is always
deﬁned and the points having small standard deviation are
not too inﬂuent.
The transformation
T, that minimizes
J
T, has the fol-
lowing form:T
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Several types of function
U can be used in order to ob-
tain a minimum for
J
T. In particular the use of
U
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=
x2 log
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) (with U(0)=0) leads to an unique solution verify-
ing the property of the thin plate spline. The coefﬁcients
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culated by solving a linear system as described in [2] [10].
The quantity
J
(
T
) may be used to measure the likeness
between two faces. The assumed identity will then be con-
ﬁrmed if this value is smaller than a given threshold. The
threshold value is linked to the accuracy of the system that
is wished for. If it is small, it can hapen that the identity of
a person will be wrongly rejected; if it is large, the identiﬁ-
cation test will then be less restrictive. Lastely, the choice
of the treshold value must take several parameters into ac-
count such as the image acquisition and the accuracy of the
localization and extraction processes.
5. Conclusions
This paperpresents a set of methodsthat are usedto con-
struct an identity check system. The localization of facial
features (such as the eyes, nose and mouth) is achieved us-
ing a morphologicaloperator as well as the spatio-temporal
information. This method is robust provided that lightning
is frontal. It is used to normalize the face image with re-
gard to the corresponding face in the data base. The active
contourmodelproposedforfeatureboundaryextractionis a
parametricallydeformablemodel using Fourierdescriptors.
This model is designed so that few parameters are needed
to extract irregular objects like the eyes or the mouth and
thestability is increasedbyapplyinga coarseto ﬁnescheme
to the convergence process. A face is represented in the
database by a set of landmark points belonging to the fea-
tures boundaries as well as the standard deviations of the
points calculated on a sequence of images. Finally the like-
ness between two faces is quantiﬁed using a deformation
measure. This deformation corresponds to the bending to
be applied on a face, so that its landmark points match the
ones of the other face. To this issue, an enhancement of a
standard method used to interpolate scattered data has been
proposed which allows to associate a weight to each land-
mark point so that points having a small standard deviation
have more effect on the bending.
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